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Abstract
The gravity-assist manoeuvre is a technique in which a spacecraft changes its orbital energy and angular momentum by a
close-approach with a celestial body. The result is a great reduction in the use of fuel and flight time. Several interplanetary
missions have applied it for this reason, like the famous Voyagers, Mariner, or Galileo. The astronomers knew the mechanics
behind such concept for at least two centuries by noting the change in the orbits of the comets after passing close to Jupiter.
The introduction of this phenomenon to spaceflight was a very successful story and motivated many claims that the proposal
of the gravity-assist manoeuvres occurred in the early 60s. However, the idea of using such mechanism for interplanetary
spaceflight can be traced back to the 20s. The dispute of being the first to have this idea contributed to throw shadow on
these early pioneers. In that sense, the present paper has the goal of discussing some aspects related to the history of this
manoeuvre in the pre-spaceflight era, trying to show some of the major steps made in its early history. It covers from the
first studies found on this topic and goes up to the beginning of the space age, with the launching of the Sputnik satellite.
This time period is chosen to bring light to these early works in which the astronomical phenomenon is introduced in the
astronautics. Their importance is highlighted by putting these works under their historical context, as it shows how some of
them were far ahead of their time. Among these, the work of Tsander, made in mid-20s, is outstanding.
Keywords Gravity-assist · Swing-by · Flyby · Astrodynamics history

1 Introduction
An extensive number of space missions have applied the
manoeuvre known today as gravity-assist in order to accomplish their goals [1, 9, 11, 15, 18, 24–26, 28, 34, 38, 40,
41, 45, 58–60, 75, 85, 97]. The reason is that it enables a
mission to attain its objective with less expenditure of fuel
and flight time. Otherwise, missions such as the ones going
to the outer planets would take too long and require prohibitive amounts of fuel. The savings come from a simple close-approach with an intermediate celestial body, in
certain specified conditions, harvesting an inexpressive
amount of the body’s momentum to change the spacecraft’s orbital energy. Although this mechanism is known
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by the astronomers for at least two centuries [7, 8], specially
observed when a comet passes close to Jupiter, the idea of
its use for space exploration purposes is not a straight line.
Its importance for the space exploration has motivated many
claims of “invention” or pioneering [66], which resulted in
controversies, accusations and lawsuits between some great
astrodynamicists [3, 16, 17, 27, 31, 78].
These controversies often overshadow the efforts of pioneering scientists who envisioned the use of celestial bodies’ perturbations in the benefit of space exploration. Their
achievements are often regarded as limited, because it was
understood that they assumed these perturbations as undesirable, and that they should be cancelled out by brute force
with fuel burning [16, 17]. In an inattentive literature review,
the narrative of a great breakthrough discovery may regard
the accomplishments of these pioneers as mere unpretentious pastimes with no practical purposes, being often left
aside in the technical literature. When they are cited, they
are portrayed, sometimes through anachronistic lenses, as
great scientists who failed to foresee the gravity-assist in its
full potential.
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Fig. 1  Vector diagram to calculate patched-conics

In the light of these facts, this work is a historical review
of the work of these pioneers in the theory of gravity-assists.
The chosen time frame is the pre-spaceflight era, up to the
launch of the Sputnik 1 in 1957. The choice of this period
is to concentrate and highlight the works of the scientists
responsible to introduce the well-known astronomical fact in
the astronautics. In the years following the Sputnik launch,
the number of works considering gravity-assists and roundtrips are high [2, 4, 6, 13, 22, 23, 32, 35, 42, 43, 53, 63–65,
74, 80, 82, 89] and it is where lies the controversy. If they
were to be considered, a very extensive and meticulous analysis would be needed. This would obscure the goal to throw
light on the achievements of predecessor works. Moreover,
such study would require a deeper technical understanding on sociology and history of science, which is currently
beyond the scope of the present paper.1

2 What is a gravity‑assist?
Concisely, the gravity-assist is the manoeuvre in which
a spacecraft deliberately alters the geometry of its orbit
through a close-approach with a moving celestial body. In
practical circumstances, and following the principles of
celestial mechanics, this means a three-body problem: the
spacecraft, the body chosen for the gravity-assist and the
celestial body orbited by the other two. The phenomenon

1
It is worth to mention that such study would surely benefit from the
work of Merton [62].
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behind the concept is already known by the astronomers at
least since the observation of what is today known as Lexell’s Comet. Broucke and Prado [8], and Broucke [7] showed
how the concept evolved in the astronomical literature.
In the astrodynamics, a gravity-assist may be designed in
two main ways. The most popular one is an approximation
in which this three-body problem is split into three two-body
dynamics. This is known as the patched-conics approximation. In this method, considering a gravity-assist in Venus
as an example, and following Fig. 1, a heliocentric trajectory before the gravity-assist is calculated. The point where
the spacecraft meets Venus is found and the spacecraft’s
heliocentric velocity at this point ( 𝐕in ) is obtained. Using
a simple vector diagram, the spacecraft’s incoming velocity relative to Venus, 𝐯∞,in , is easily calculated by knowing
the Venus velocity 𝐕p and applied to find the hyperbolic
trajectory relative to Venus. This, in turn, enables to obtain
the spacecraft’s outcome velocity, 𝐯∞,out , and as a consequence the new heliocentric velocity (𝐕out ) and trajectory.
The approximation is good enough for most cases in the
solar system. However, under some special conditions, such
as large mass ratio (e.g. Earth–Moon system), a three-body
problem is needed. Further considerations about the limitation of the patched-conics can be found in the literature [10,
36, 67, 68, 76, 81, 90, 91].
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3 In between the World Wars
In the decade following the end of the World War I, a
number of amateur rocket societies spread in different
countries, such as the USA, Soviet Union, Germany and
United Kingdom. The pioneers that formed these societies
were much more enthusiasts rather than career scientists.
The later looked to the spaceflight sceptically, and most of
them were cautious to put their reputation at risk in a topic
that was considered having unrealistic ideas at that time
[98, p. 15]. In order to attract new members and support,
these societies relied heavily on the publicity. For instance,
the German Rocket Society (VfR) published, beginning in
June 1927, the monthly bulletin Die Rakete (The Rocket)
with many scientific articles and stories about the conquest of space [33]. In the Soviet Union, the prominent
Fridrikh Arturovich Tsander was the man behind the formation of the soviet rocket societies and first publicist
of the spaceflight ideas [29]. In a second-generation of
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics’ (USSR’) publicists,
the work of Nikolai Alexyevich Rynin in the nine volume encyclopaedia called Mezhplanetnyie soobshcheniya
(Interplanetary Flight), published from 1928 to 1932 [98,
p. 24], is outstanding. The VfR’s counterpart was Willy
Ley, which had knowledge of Rynin’s encyclopaedia, as it
can be checked in one of his papers [54].
In the volume published in 1932, Rynin introduced the
reader to the mysterious Yuri Vasilievich Kondratyuk [84,
p. 341]. At request of Rynin, Kondratyuk sent an autobiography piece in which he began by asserting that “the
strictly personal aspects of my life are not what interest
you” and that he would address only “those things which
are related to my studies of the theory of interplanetary
travel”. The secretive approach of Kondratyuk to his life
is indeed justified as today is known that his real true
identity is Alexander Ignat’evich Shargei, which joined
the White Army to fight the Bolsheviks in the Russian
Civil War [56]. The autobiography piece sent to Rynin
focused mainly in his work first published in 1929 [84,
p. 341], Conquest of Interplanetary Space [46]. This work
is an extension of a collection of manuscripts called “To
Those Who will Read in Order to Build”, dated back to
1918–1919 and modified throughout his life [61, p. 49].
One of the first records of a proposal of a gravity-assist
is in this manuscript, which received an English translation
in 1965 [47]. Kondratyuk laid in two paragraphs a vague
concept of gravity-assist [47, p. 45]. In the first paragraph,
he suggested that a close approach between the spacecraft
and the satellite of a planet may be used to “gather velocity” for a solar system journey and to “absorb velocity”
when it is returning. In the second paragraph, a figure
similar to Fig. 2 was used to explain that two approaching

Fig. 2  Figure similar to the one found in Ref. [47]

bodies may be used to continuously increase the velocity of a vehicle describing a trajectory around them. He
correctly remembered that the vehicle will lose velocity
if the bodies are moving apart. Sadly, this piece of work
about gravity-assists received no later development and it
was not even published in the Conquest of Interplanetary
Space [46].
Broucke and Prado [8] and Flandro [27] argued that the
Austrian mechanical engineer, Guido von Pirquet, was also
one of the first to develop the concept of gravity-assist. Von
Pirquet was the Secretary of the Society of High-Altitude
Exploration, what may be referred as Austrian Rocket Society [98, p. 31]. In the period 1928–1929, he published in the
Die Rakete a series of articles about interplanetary travel,
which included travels to Mars, Venus and Jupiter. His supposed developments on gravity-assists are among these
articles under a section entitled Die Jupiterreise (Jupiter’s
Journey), published in 1928–1929, in two different volumes
of the Die Rakete [94, 95].
In the first part of the article [94], von Pirquet gave a
brief discussion in choosing one transfer orbit to Jupiter. He
then introduced the velocity vector diagrams also presented
in Broucke and Prado [8], which is equivalent to the one
presented in Fig. 1. These vector diagrams are very similar
to the method used in the patched-conics approach. Von Pirquet applied them to discuss how the spacecraft approaching
Jupiter could correct its trajectory and the processes and
ΔV s necessary to insert the spacecraft into a Jovian orbit.
The supposed gravity-assist on Jupiter is discussed in the
second part of the article [95], in which von Pirquet applied
the vector diagrams to calculate the hyperbola relative to
Jupiter. Although he was able to calculate that the velocity
after the passage has changed, he did not explicitly state that
the spacecraft acquired a ΔV . He concentrated on obtaining
an outgoing heliocentric velocity after the flyby of the same
magnitude, in the opposite direction and symmetric to the
incoming velocity. To accomplish this task, it was introduced what he called a manoeuvre velocity vm , in order to
counteract the implicit ΔV and direction change. Von Pirquet
noted that, if the perijove of the flyby hyperbole is parallel
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to the direction of the Sun, no manoeuvre velocity vm is
needed.
The lack of comments on the velocity gained by the
spacecraft is an indicative that von Pirquet gave it no practical importance. Less likely, considering his high skills, he
even did not notice that this fact happened in the passage,
believing that it was only a matter of changing the velocity
direction. In either case, von Pirquet did not use deliberately the approximation to Jupiter in the benefit of the trip
(saving fuel or time, for instance). Therefore, he did not
propose a gravity-assist. Nevertheless, this is not a detraction to his great work, since he was able to use the velocity
vector diagrams to predict the hyperbolic Jovian trajectory
and the outgoing heliocentric velocity in order to complete
his visionary Jupiter’s journey. These are among many other
important contributions he made, such as the proposal of
space stations [5, 39, 57].
In between the works of Kondratyuk and von Pirquet, the
soviet engineer Friedrich A. Tsander wrote in 1924–1925
the article “Flights to Other Planets—The Theory of Interplanetary Travel” [93]. Tsander was a key figure in the
USSR’ space exploration movement. He was an enthusiastic with a high level of technical and scientific skills. He
gave many talks and was behind the creation of the Society
for the Study of Interplanetary Travel in 1924 [29] and the
Group for the Study of Reactive Motion (GIRD) by the 30s
[88, p. 114]. The “Flights to Other Planets—The Theory
of Interplanetary Travel” [93] would be published only in
1932, in the book Problems of Flight by Jet Propulsion [87,
p. 3]. Tsander made an analysis of gravity-assists from section 5 to 7, which were, respectively, named: “Modification
of Flight Trajectory Around the Sun by Planet’s Gravitational Fields”, “Kinect Energy Increment of Spaceship Flying Around Planet” and “Flight Around Planet’s Satellite for
Accelerating or Decelerating Spaceship”.
In the first of these sections, Tsander began by assuming
that the sphere of influence of the planet is so small that the
trajectory modification can be approximated to take place at
one point [93, p. 278]. He then proceeded to obtain relations
between the velocities and angles involved in the dynamics. In the next section, Tsander effectively derived and calculated the gravity-assist. In the first lines [93, p. 280], he
presented the following equation for the variation of energy
in a planar gravity-assist, very similar to the one taught in
undergraduate orbital mechanics classes today:
)
( )
(
𝛽
𝛽
sin
,
ΔE = ±2v∞ Vp sin 𝛼in ±
(1)
2
2
where as shown in Fig. 1, v∞ is the planetocentric velocity
at infinity, Vp is the heliocentric velocity of the planet, 𝛼in
is the angle between the incoming heliocentric velocity of
the spacecraft and 𝐕p , and 𝛽 is the turning angle. Although
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Eq. (1) is not a novelty in the literature (it can be found as
early as 1878 [73, p. 175] in the astronomy), this is the first
time such equation is found in the astronautics literature,
with variables of interest under a mission perspective. The
conditions for a maximum variation of energy is then calculated and the values corresponding to each planet of the
solar system is displayed in a table [93, p. 284] (these values,
as calculated by Tsander, are, from Mercury to Neptune in
km2/s2 : 193.2, 315, 283, 109.1, 661, 278, 117.7 and 114.4).
He noted that the energy increase per unit mass is larger
for Jupiter (661 km2/s2 ), followed by Venus (315 km2/s2 )
and the Earth (283 km2/s2 ) [93, p. 283]. The section ended
with Tsander presenting the following equation for the ΔV
obtained from a gravity-assist:
( )
𝛽
ΔV = 2v∞ sin
,
(2)
2
with an extensive derivation of the conditions for a maximum value. He also obtains a planar non-vectorial form of
the equation marked as 8 in Ref. [66] by Minovitch, who
claimed to have discovered it. The last section was basically
an application of the concepts derived in his work to find
the conditions that could produce the maximum ΔV for a
spacecraft departing from a planet. In order to do so, Tsander
applied his formulation on gravity-assists and proposed to
make the manoeuvre around the planet’s moon.
Although the work of Tsander on gravity-assists is only
one among his other prolific works (e.g. his obsessive idea
on a winged rocket that used its fuselage as propellant [71]),
this should be understood under the historical circumstances
of that time, in which they still had to overcome the Earth’s
gravity field. Tsander showed to understand the advantages of gravity-assists when, in the work outlined above,
he obtained the maximum energy variation for each planet
and proposed lunar gravity-assists. This is also evidenced
in a book proposal dated back to October 17, 1926. He proposed, under a chapter V called “The Theory of Interplanetary Flight”, two sections related to gravity-assists named
[93, p. 384]:
• Change of flight trajectory about the Sun under the

influence of the planets. The advantage of increasing or
decreasing the flight velocity;
• Orbiting the Moon with the purpose of accelerating or
decelerating the spaceship. Maximum change in velocity.
Dowling et al. [17, p. 368] stated that Tsander viewed planetary perturbations as “annoying (and dangerous) that should
be avoided”. This appears to contradict the Tsander quotes
mentioned in the paragraphs above. Their conclusion came
from an excerpt [93, p. 240] in which Tsander commented on
an “inaccurate injection of a spaceship into orbit”. Although
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the translation is a little confusing, it appears Tsander was
worried that any error in correctly meeting the planet may
transform what should be an orbit injection into a passage
that could send the spacecraft towards the Sun or outside the
solar system. Therefore, he was not making a point against
gravity-assists. He was rather utilizing his knowledge in the
mechanism of gravity-assists to alert to the disastrous outcome that an orbital injection error could cause. Dowling
et al. [17, p. 368] proceeded arguing that, as Tsander recognized the Hohmann transfer as the minimum energy transfer, he was “very far from anticipating the innovation” of
interplanetary multiple gravity-assists. Some excerpts from
Tsander give indications in the opposite direction.
In an autobiography dated to March 1927, Tsander wrote
a list of his contributions to the astronautics [93, p. 15]. This
text was sent to Rynin and published in 1929 [83, p. 185]. In
his list of great contributions, the 8th item is:
A proposal for flight around planets, in their atmospheres, or out of them, in order to increase the speed
of flight (thus gaining energy during interplanetary
flights).
In the article “Problems of Super-Aviation and Immediate Objectives of Space Research”, he enumerated useful
methods for interplanetary journeys, and among them [93,
p. 374]:
The flight trajectories may sometimes be chosen so
that the vehicle travels round planets or outside their
atmosphere. In this case the flight velocity can be
increased. Revolution about the Moon may raise the
flight velocity by about 2 km/sec. A ship travelling
around the Earth outside the atmosphere will gain
about 10 km/sec, and inside the atmosphere, 50-55
km/sec. A ship travelling round Jupiter outside its
atmosphere may increase its flight velocity by 24 km/
sec. [sic]
In the face of all this, Tsander had not only a high understanding of gravity-assists, but he also could foresee the
great advantage it would play in interplanetary travel. In
a historical context in which these pioneers were seem as
“crackpots” [98, p. 15], when almost every single piece of
a space exploration travel should be developed and with no
aid of computers, which played a central role in the later
space programs, the work of Tsander is an incredible masterpiece. This is even more exceptional when considering other
brilliant pioneers, such as Oberth, von Pirquet, Hohmann,
Tsiolkovskii that never considered gravity-assists as a mean
for interplanetary travel. Moreover, it is hard to believe that
Tsander’s ideas on gravity-assists had no impact on later
soviet astrodynamicists. Tsander gave many talks in the
1920s, was one of the founders of the GIRD, and considered
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by one of the men behind the first steps of the USSR in the
space race, Sergei Korolev, as a mentor [88, p. 141].
Sadly, Tsander died 1 year after the publication of the
Problems of Flight by Jet Propulsion, in 1933. Suffering
from exhaustion due to overwork, Tsander contracted typhus
in a travel to a health spa, dying on March 28 [87, p. 6].
The fortune of his GIRD’s fellows was not much better. The
Stalin’s rule resulted in the Great Purge. Some of the former GIRD members were arrested by the NKVD (People’s
Commissariat for Internal Affairs) and sent to Gulags [87,
p. 10]. This included Sergei Korolev, that was sent to one of
the most brutal of them, Kolyma, under false accusations of
being a member of an anti-Soviet organization [87, p. 12].
Kondratyuk did not have a good fortune either. He died on
February 23, 1942, after being recruited to defend Moscow against the Nazis [56]. In this same year, the famous
soviet publicist, Rynin, died in the Nazi siege to Leningrad.
Regarding von Pirquet, he published in astronautical journals until his death in the 60s [92, 96]. However, the Austrian rocket societies ended their operations in 1938, with
the Anschluss [98, p. 33]. The magazine Die Rakete stopped
its activities in 1929 because of many members failing to
pay their dues, and the decision of the VfR to concentrate
resources in experiments [69]. Willy Ley immigrated to the
USA in 1935 to escape the Nazis [71], establishing himself
as an authority on rockets and space travel [33]. Much of the
other members of the VfR would be part of the Peenemünde
group working on the V-2 missiles during the World War
II [70].

4 In the trail to conquest the space
The World War II was a break in the international space
research of the 20–30s. With the end of the war, there was
a revival in this movement, culminating with the formation of the International Astronautical Federation (IAF)
in 1951 [33]. The USA got most of the engineers of the
Peenemünde with the Project Paperclip [14], including the
famous Wernher von Braun and a young engineer, which
would play a role in gravity-assist theory, known as Krafft
Arnold Ehricke. Tsander’s former GIRD fellow, Korolev,
was released in August 1944 and was part of the Soviet
inspection team of the Nazi’s V-2 sites [72, p. 21]. The former VfR’s publicist, Willy Ley, was active in the period, the
first important work at that time was his paper “Rockets: The
future of travel beyond the stratosphere” [55], published in
1944 [33]. In the post-war period, the British Interplanetary
Society (BIS), founded in 1933, would become one of the
largest spaceflight societies [33]. Its Journal of the British
Interplanetary Society (JBIS) would be the journal in which
many important astrodynamicists would publish in the years
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to come, which included the first work on gravity-assists
after Tsander.
This first work is of the British mathematician Derek
Frank Lawden, published in 1954 and entitled “Perturbation Manoeuvrés” [51] (how he called the gravity-assist).
Lawden applied the velocity vector diagrams to calculate
the hyperbolic flyby trajectory and noted that the approach
before the manoeuvre can be corrected with small thrusts,
as already noted by von Pirquet [94]. He exemplified the
manoeuvre by calculating it for the Moon and Mars. The first
was aimed to escape the Earth for an interplanetary journey,
as already proposed by Kondratyuk [47] and Tsander [93].
In his conclusions, Lawden pointed out that a considerable
saving in fuel can be obtained by making such manoeuvre
in asteroids for a journey between two planets. He probably did not make such estimative. A detailed calculation
would indicate that the bending angle for an asteroid would
be very small, because of its small mass, in a practical range
of incoming heliocentric velocities. Therefore, a very small
energy variation would be given to the spacecraft. In a later
work [52], Lawden stated that “the best way of utilising
such perturbation effects is not known”, which indicates
that much still to be done at the time, at least in the western
world.
An interesting fact in the paper of Lawden must be commented. In the first line of the introduction section, he readily noted that “a number of writers have suggested” the
manoeuvre, but it “does not appear to be widely known”. He
did not cite the writers he refer to, so it remains the question
on if he had read their works or if he had heard about these
ideas. The small thrusts to correct the trajectory of approach
to the planet could be the case of a simple natural concern
in advocating that such close approach to a planet can be,
precisely and safely, made at low fuel expenditures. However, it should not be discarded the possibility that Lawden
was somehow inspired by von Pirquet [94]. There were some
references to works of von Pirquet in the 50s [20, 49], and
a work of von Piquet himself in the JBIS [96]. Moreover,
von Pirquet was awarded as honorary fellowship of the BIS
in 1949.
Certainly, Lawden did not have access to the work of
Kondratyuk [47], because the manuscript referring to gravity-assists was only published in 1964 [56]. He also probably
did not have access to the work of Tsander [93], because
Eq. (1) and the maximum energy variation calculated by
Tsander for each planet would easily show him that asteroids
are not good sources of free energy in a journey between
two planets. With the death of Stalin in 1953, the soviet scientists could re-establish their cultural exchange with their
western counterparts that was suspended since the mid-30s
[79, p. 67]. It could be the case Lawden had heard about the
proposals of Kondratyuk and Tsander in cultural exchanges
with soviet scientists, specially the ones of Tsander, because
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of his influence in the rocket community of the Soviet Union
[29, 88]. However, this cultural exchange is much less likely
to have occurred. For instance, only two observers of the
USSR were sent to the 6th International Astronautical Congress (IAC) of the IAF held in 1955, in Copenhagen [86].
Another hypothesis is that because of the contact between
Ley and Rynin, the idea of gravity-assist originated with
Tsander was somehow amorphously wandering around in
the West. In his 1944’s book [55], Ley cited Rynin and his
encyclopaedia a few times in the text. The works of Kondratyuk [46] and Tsander [93] are listed in Cyrillic in the
bibliography, albeit no reference to these works (neither
to gravity-assists) are made in the text. Nevertheless, one
fact is certain, the proposal of using the momentum of a
celestial body to gain energy for a spacecraft’s journey was
already known at that time. Although not “widely known”,
the imprecise statement “a number of writers” is an indicative that the gravity-assist proposal by pioneers was in the
social imaginary of some astrodynamicists.
In the year of 1956, a great advancement on the theory
of gravity-assists is registered in the literature. This is the
work of Gaetano A. Crocco, founder of the Italian Rocket
Association (AIR) [37], and presented in the 7th IAC, Rome,
hosted by AIR. In the paper “One-year Exploration-trip
Earth-Mars-Venus-Earth” [12], Crocco elaborated for the
first time what could be considered as the first work of freefall multiple gravity-assists. In this concept, the spacecraft
makes all the manoeuvres needed to change its trajectory by
means of multiple gravity-assists with one or more celestial bodies. The objective of Crocco was to find a trajectory
in which a manned mission with reconnaissance purposes
could visit Mars and Venus, returning back to Earth, with a
lower expenditure of fuel and time than other works found
in the literature at that time [12, pp. 227–228]. In order to
do so, he divided the work in two parts.
In the first part, he considered his round-trip without the
perturbations of Mars and Venus, in a constant elliptical trajectory launched from the Earth, which is nowadays known
as Crocco’s Grand Tour. He concluded his task remarking
the advantage of this trajectory to previous ones, both in
terms of fuel and flight time [12, p. 235]. Among other final
considerations, Crocco noted that these calculations could
only be true if the spacecraft passed very far from Mars
and Venus, due their perturbations. However, avoiding such
close-approaches would be detrimental to the “exploration
scope” of the trip [12, p. 239]. Crocco pondered that the
perturbations are rather a chance for “free maneuvers”, the
paper of Lawden [51] was cited at this point [12, p. 239],
and thus the scientific purpose of the travel could be kept.
The perturbations were considered in the second part.
After presenting the velocity vector diagrams and the
equations he would later apply, very similar to the ones
found in Lawden [51], Crocco made some considerations
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about choosing in which point of the orbit to intersect
Mars and Venus. He then calculated the gravity-assist in
Mars, neglecting the Venus’ perturbations and showed
how the spacecraft would delay to encounter the Earth
for different cases of Martian periapsis [12, p. 248]. He
finally added the Venus’ perturbations [12, p. 249] and, by
adjusting the turning angle of the Venusian gravity-assist,
he found the trajectory in which the spacecraft would meet
the Earth. This was made for two different conditions, represented in two different figures, considering a Martian
gravity-assist with a periapsis value equals to the Mars’
radius and to zero.
Dowling et al. [16, p. 86] stated that Crocco “viewed
planetary perturbations as annoying disturbances” and that
his trajectory cannot be considered a “gravity-propelled
multi-planet trajectory” (i.e. free-fall multiple gravity-assists
for interplanetary travel) because they were used to “preserve [...] an eccentric constant elliptical path” [16, p. 89].
The first claim is contradicted by Crocco’s own words [12,
p. 239]: “... perturbations can constitute for the pilot exceptional chances of free manoeuvres, that is without the consumption of propellent”. Regarding the second affirmative,
Crocco was not concentrated in preserving the “constant
elliptical path”. In fact, a simple check in the last two figures
of Crocco’s paper, which show his different tries to make the
spacecraft meets the Earth, shows the opposite. Crocco was
beneficially and deliberately trying to use the gravity-assist
in both planets to obtain a trajectory as advantageous as the
Crocco’s Grand Tour (in terms of flight time and launch
velocity) that could make a close-approach to both planets
without any additional fuel expenditure.
Dowling et al. [16, p. 89] also argued that it cannot be
considered a “gravity-propelled multi-planet trajectory”
because it did not reduce the launch hyperbolic velocity,
which could be done by reversing the order of the gravityassists (i.e. encountering Venus first). However, Dowling
et al. did not mention that Crocco already reduced the total
amount of fuel expenditure when he noted that the perturbations are a source of “free maneuvers” that enable the
spacecraft to have close-approaches with the perturbing bodies without expending any additional fuel [12, p. 239]. If
Crocco did not recognize the “gravity-propelled” nature of
the manoeuvre, he would add a corrective ΔV similar to the
one introduced by von Pirquet [95].
Additionally, the fact that Crocco did not recognized a
first gravity-assist in Venus as more advantageous is not an
argument against its pioneering in multiple gravity-assists.
This is a consequence of the incremental steps of the historical development of the theory of gravity-assists. As noted
before, Lawden is one of the references for Crocco. If any of
them had integral access to the work of Tsander [93], they
would possibly recognize the great advantage of making the
first gravity-assist in Venus.
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In 1955, about 1 year before Crocco’s paper, the White
House announced a satellite project for the International
Geophysical Year (IGY). The IGY took place in 1957–1958,
engaging sixty-seven countries in an effort to study the
Earth, including its atmosphere and oceans [48]. A couple
of weeks after the White House announcement, during the
6th IAC in Copenhagen, a Soviet representative announced
that the USSR would launch a satellite too [72]. Neufeld
[72, p. 41] argued that this statement might lacked top-level
political backing, and Korolev was one of the men behind
it. In the USA, Korolev’s rival, Wernher von Braun, had its
rocket proposal rejected in favour of the Vanguard rocket.
The spaceflight was on the horizon.

5 In the dawn of the interplanetary travel
On 4 October 1957, the Sputnik 1 was launched and the
Earth’s gravity was finally proved to be overtaken. This
resulted in a series of measures taken by the US government, as the creation of the NASA (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration), and the mark for the beginning
of the “space race” [50, 87]. In the following years, a higher
and more sophisticated number of proposals for interplanetary missions would appear. As one could expect, the
gravity-assists would become more important in the years
to come. In the same October of 1957, two papers related
to gravity-assists mark this trend. They were presented in
the 8th IAC, in Barcelona. The paper of Krafft A. Ehricke
entitled “Instrumented Comets—Astronautics of Solar and
Planetary Probes” [21] and the “Some Problems Relating to
the Dynamics of the Flight to the Moon” [99] by Vsevolod
A. (Y)Egorov.
The first spacecraft considered to make a gravity-assist
is Luna 3, in 1959, changing its inclination in order to reapproach the Earth by the northern hemisphere. One of
the studies behind the trajectory design of this mission
[77, p. 146] was a work of Egorov published in 1957 that
was translated to English in 1958 [19]. Egorov was one the
Keldysh’s Boys [87, p. 103], a group of young scientists
that was behind much of the work done by the Soviets in
the space race. The paper presented in the 8th IAC appears
to be a summary of the previous work of 1957 [99]. In both
works, some papers of Lawden were cited and in the IAC’s
paper he even referred to the gravity-assist as “perturbation
maneuvers”. In the section 11 [19], Egorov considered gravity-assists in the Moon for a interplanetary space travel. This
is the same idea of Kondratyuk and Tsander, albeit there is
no reference for them. The importance of Egorov’s work is
that, for the first time, a gravity-assist was considered using
a three-body problem as the mathematical model.
The other work is of Krafft Ehricke, one of the former
members of the group working on the V-2 missile and
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recruited by the US military at the end of the WWII [30,
44]. The work presented in Barcelona [21] can be considered as a general study in advocating for unmanned
interplanetary exploration with probes (“instrumented
comets”). He considered many different types of space
probes (balloons, solar radiation pressure propelled, thermonuclear, etc), different scientific goals (e.g. measurement of interplanetary matter), etc. Even social, political
and cultural perspectives were discussed. Trajectories to
the Moon, Venus, Mars and Jupiter were considered in
details. In the case of the Moon, a three-body problem was
applied and compared to a four-body problem in order to
highlight the importance of the Sun after a Moon closeapproach. All astrodynamicists should revisit this incredible piece of work.
Regarding the gravity-assist, Ehricke [21] expanded the
analytical formulation of Lawden [51]. He was aware that
the astronomers knew for a long time that perturbations
can increase or decrease the energy of a small body and
argued that this could be exploited by “instrumented comets” in different planets than Jupiter [21, p. 6]. The missing
piece in the works of Lawden and Crocco, the equation for
the energy variation, is derived by Ehricke in a differential version of Eq. (1). He showed a deep understanding
of all the physics behind the gravity-assist. Although this
enabled him to note that the manoeuvre is also dependent on the mass [21, p. 83], he only advocated to use the
gravity-assist in Venus for travels to Mercury, while for
travels beyond the asteroid belt a gravity-assist in Mars
was recommended [21, p. 124]. It might be the case he
simply did not envisioned that planets interior to the orbit
of the Earth could be used to travel to planets exterior to
the Earth’s orbit. Other possible reason is that Ehricke was
highly worried with technical practical issues of applying
such manoeuvres, specially regarding guidance, navigation and control: “The principal difficulty in using gravitational navigation [how he refers to gravity-assist] lies in
the fact that this method is very sensitive. The approach to
the perturbing body must be quite accurate. Small errors
at the entrance into the perturbative field result in much
greater errors at the exit” [21, p. 82]. These considerations
are very similar to those of Tsander about the “inaccurate
injection of a spaceship into orbit”.
According to Flandro [27], Ehricke made presentations
in the Space Technology course at UCLA, showing in full
detail his ideas on gravity-assists. He also mentioned that
Ehricke’s works were the first seeds for his later work that
led to the Voyager missions [26]. With the work of Ehricke
in 1957 [21], the theory needed to the design of gravity-assists was available in the astrodynamics literature.
However, the best way to utilize them in practice was not
completely covered. This was the work of the next years.
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6 Conclusion
A review of the works on gravity-assists in the pre-spaceflight era was made. The objective was to bring light to
these works and their authors, in order that the community
can evaluate their real achievements, contributions and
give them their proper deserved credits. The advancements
and authors were put under their historical context. This is
important to understand how their achievements were surprisingly advanced when developed, and how they are possible related. Among all of these, the work of Tsander in the
1920s is outstanding. He not only had a full understanding of
the dynamics behind gravity-assists, but also could foresee
the great advantage of using it for interplanetary travel.
The objective of bringing light to the work of these
pioneers would not be possible if this historical review was
extend to post-Sputnik years. The number of works are
tremendous and the controversies would demand an extensive and meticulous analysis and discussion. Nevertheless,
a proper review on these works of the early-days postSputnik is highly important. As showed, albeit Ehricke
had a full understanding of gravity-assists, he did not envision the application of gravity-assists in its full potential.
Therefore, such review would be focused on works that
understood all the possibilities enabled by gravity-assists,
which are well known today.
Additionally, we hope that this work may serve as a motivation for historians of science to complement it. A research
on the Soviet journals about the influences of Tsander’s
gravity-assists would be a great advancement. Considering that Willy Ley might be the link between the works of
Tsander and Lawden, a meticulous and extensive research
on Willy Ley’s publications and archives for any mention
on gravity-assists or Tsander should clarify this hypothesis.
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